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     Did China And The US Reach A Substantive Phase One Trade Deal?  

 
 

Don’t be shocked but we’re a bit leery about the official announcement that a 
meaningful phase one trade has been struck between the US and China.  
 
 Did the Trump administration really achieve a substantive trade accord --- or was 
this a political ploy by the White House to distract attention away from the 
impeachment hearings? 
 
It sounds terribly cynical to ask such a question, but we must.  At the very least, 
caution is warranted.  There’s still a long way to go before we can assess its 
substance. For one, the agreement has not even been vetted by lawyers and thus 
remains unsigned by both parties. 
 
Secondly, there is a natural inclination to be skeptical when the President tweets the 
accord as a “big deal…amazing…phenomenal” given his propensity to exaggerate.  
During a morning meeting with the President of Paraguay, Trump told a gaggle of 
reporters in the Oval Office that China agreed to buy as much as $50 billion in 
agricultural products. But Chinese officials refused to confirm that figure when 
reporters inquired at a separate press conference. It’s well known that Chinese 
negotiators dislike committing such purchases to a specific dollar amount.   
 
Then there is the lingering sense we have seen this movie before. In October 
President Trump pointed out that talks were nearly complete and he was ready to 
sign a trade pact with China at an international gathering in Latin America in 
November.  Well, that signing never occurred because the two parties still failed to 
work out many details. 
 
Finally, history has shown that whenever Trump faces troubling or embarrassing 
headlines, he has managed to cleverly redirect the public narrative elsewhere by 
taking action that would put him in a favorable light.   
 



 
 
So, cynical or not, we have to ask the question:  Is it merely ironic that after two years 
of lambasting China on trade, Trump proclaimed victory by announcing an interim 
trade deal on the very day a House committee prepared to impeach him?  Of course, 
we don't want to reach any conclusions until the trade agreement is codified and 
made public. 
 
Right now all we have are the vague outlines of an apparent  agreement.  
 
•  The tariff that was scheduled to go into effect on $160 billion of mostly consumer 
goods has been suspended.   
 
•  Other imports from China, amounting to roughly $120 billion, which were subject 
to 15% duties, will now drop back to 7.5%.   
 
•   Yet the 25% tariff on $250 billion on Chinese goods entering the US will remain in 
effect.   
 
•   China has also agreed to make structural changes regarding the forced transfer of 
technology and protection of intellectual property. But we are clueless on what 
precisely they agreed to. 
 
•    Trump may also talk up about how China has been pressured by the US to refrain 
from currency manipulation. But the fact is they haven’t engaged in such practices in 
recent years. 
 
For these reasons we advise holding off major asset allocation decisions based 
primarily on this latest announcement until the agreement is signed and made 
available for viewing in full detail. 
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